RITIS User Group Web Meeting
Follow-Up - October 2020
Thanks to those who participated in the RITIS User Group Web Meeting on October 1,
2020. Please click on the links below for more information about the event or visit the
User Group Tab on the RITIS section of the new Coalition
website (https://tetcoalition.org/projects/ritis-pda-suite/).
Presentation with Audio
Slides Only
Question & Answer Summary

Spotlight Presentation: RITIS Leveraged for Maryland DOT’s Common
Operating Picture
Jason Dicembre of Maryland DOT-SHA explained the motivation behind this effort was
to build a platform around MDOT’s metrics of Restoring Regional Transportation Services
after disruptions or a weather event, that connected across all modes through real-time
data feeds. Jason showcased the platform - developed with the CATT Lab – by
presenting a series of dashboards depicting event impact widgets for roadways, transit,
aviation and ports. Originally planned as an executive-level tool, it is currently used for
operations in multiple levels of their organization for awareness of trends and can expand
as new real-time data sets become available. Shown below is an example dashboard
depicting Highest Impact Events by system.

Results from the Feature Ranking & Prioritization on Data Tools
Michael Pack from the University of Maryland CATT Lab presented the polling results
from the previous RITIS User Group meeting (held in July 2020). The purpose of these
polls was to get feedback on user priorities for a number of feature requests the Lab has
received over time. Michael presented the results in three ways - from an overall
perspective (shown below) and by type of user discipline - planning or operations. Using
this breakdown, he showed top feature priorities for RITIS, PDA Suite, Trip Analytics and
Signal Analytics. As an example, overall top priorities from the survey included:
RITIS – Causes of Congestion Pie Chart
PDA Suite – Advanced Road Selection
Trip Analytics – Hotspot Analysis
Signal Analytics – Trip Distribution Graphs
The full results of the polling can be viewed in the presentation slides.

Working Group Updates
John Allen of the University of Maryland CATT Lab reviewed the progress of the
Performance Reporting Working Group. Since the last web meeting, the Group
developed more draft report templates: Monthly Congestion Report, Corridor
Performance Report (shown below), Top 10 Bottleneck Report, and an After-action
Review “one-pager.” The Group also finalized the “How-To” guide layout and format that
will be used for all reports. Staff from member agencies who are interested in testing
these products should contact John Allen (jallen@umd.edu, 215.666.3057).

What’s New in RITIS!
Michael Pack, University of Maryland CATT Lab, described the recent RITIS-Probe Data
Analytics Suite deployments and enhancements. To find out more about what's new in
the PDA Suite, click here.
Recent RITIS updates include:
Updated Evacuation Layers and Files in the NCR, including new Dam Inundation
Areas
Significant enhancements and modernization for Detector Analytics Tools
EQT Directionality Search improvements
COVID updates to Impacts Platform, Data Portal, and Updated BTS COVID website
background data
Recent PDA Suite updates include:
MAP-21 reporting updates
UI updates to denote when segmentation/mapping changes may affect reports
Other updates include:
Trip Analytics: Route Analysis Map
Trip Analytics: Filter summaries with geographic summaries, Segment & Route
Analysis Enhancements, OD Matrix and Segment Analysis improvements, and
Segment analysis road search sorting
Signal Analytics: Date Range Selection improvements and Enhancements to
speed up setup and deployment capabilities
What’s in Development (for PDA Suite):
Metadata Versioning for XD segmentation changes
MassDOT GoTime Bluetooth Sensors
HERE subsegment integration work
LOTTR (and other MAP-21 measures) on a map

Update your Traffic Volume Data:
The tools discussed provide more accurate results when you
provide updated traffic volume data! Please contact Michael
Pack (PackML@umd.edu) for more information on getting
your newer data into the PDA Suite.
VPP Marketplace
VPP III is coming in the summer of 2021. With the current VPP contract set to expire in
2022, the Coalition is working on getting VPP III operational by July 1, 2021, with data,
ancillary products, and agencies to staff the Steering Committee. You can learn more
about the VPP Marketplace here. Stay tuned!

Upcoming Coalition Events:
December 10, 2020 - The Changing World of Optimal Traffic Monitoring- more
information coming soon!
February 4, 2021 - RITIS User Group – more information coming soon!

Follow the Coalition on YouTube and subscribe to be informed!
The Coalition has a YouTube channel. Recordings from many of the Coalition's webinars are
available here - take a look!

Questions or Comments:
General Coalition: Denise Markow at 301.789.9088 or dmarkow@tetcoalition.org
Logistics: Joanna Reagle at 610.228.0760 or jreagle@kmjinc.com
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